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The vowel system of the dialect of Scottish Gaelic spoken in Ness, Lewis differs from
that of other dialects in several important ways. In particular, several vowels display pat-
terns of allophony that have not been investigated instrumentally and, in some cases, have
not been reported before for Scottish Gaelic. This paper documents the Ness system in
detail, focusing in particular on the tense–lax opposition in /i e/ and retraction of /a(˘)/
next to velarised consonants. The results of a traditional linguistic fieldwork study are pre-
sented first, followed by a detailed acoustic study of nine speakers. The acoustic reality
of these allophonic patterns, reflected in F1 and F2 values, is verified statistically using
LME modelling. Bimodality in the distribution of tokens in acoustic space, confirmed
statistically with Hartigan’s Dip Test, is taken as evidence for the existence of discrete
phonological categories (Bermúdez-Otero & Trousdale 2011). It is found that speakers
vary as to whether these allophonic oppositions are restricted to the phonetic grammar, or
have undergone STABILISATION and advanced into the categorical phonology (Bermúdez-
Otero 2007, 2015). It is observed that laxing of /i e/ in Ness Gaelic occurs in exactly those
contexts where there is a direct transition between the vowel and a following supra-glottal
consonant. It is therefore proposed that this tense–lax opposition is grounded in conflicting
strategies of contrast enhancement, whereby laxing increases the perceptual distinctive-
ness of a following consonant by allowing for more distinctive formant transitions, at the
expense of the distinctiveness of the vowel itself (Storme 2019).

1 Introduction
Scottish Gaelic is almost universally described as displaying a system of nine monophthongal
vowel qualities, including two back unrounded vowels and a contrast between open-mid and
close-mid vowels (e.g. Clement 1984, MacAulay 1992a, Gillies 2009, Bosch 2010a), both of
which set it apart from most dialects of its sister language Irish (e.g. Ó Dochartaigh 1984,
1992; Mac Eoin 1993; Ó Baoill 2009). This paper describes the vowel system of the dialect
of Ness, at the far northern end of Lewis in the Outer Hebrides, which differs from the
general Scottish Gaelic system in several important ways. As well as lacking some of the
phonemic contrasts found in other dialects, several vowels display allophonic variation in
Ness that has not been investigated instrumentally, and in some cases has not been reported
in the existing literature for this or any other dialect of Scottish Gaelic. First of all, the short
front vowels /i e/ both display tense and lax allophones whose distribution is governed by
the following consonantal environment. While the existence of some sort of conditioned
variation in the quality of /i/ has been reported before for various dialects, the tense and lax
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allophones of /e/ in Ness correspond in quality to two vowels that are generally considered to
be phonemically contrastive in Scottish Gaelic. Secondly, both short and long /a(˘)/ display a
retracted allophone when adjacent to a velarised consonant, which has also been reported at
some other locations. This paper first lays out the findings of a descriptive study of the Ness
Gaelic vowel system based on traditional linguistic fieldwork methods, and then presents
an acoustic study of nine speakers that provides instrumental support for these findings and
explores the nature of the aforementioned allophonic oppositions.

Although other Lewis dialects are thoroughly documented by BorgstrOm (1940), Oftedal
(1956) and Ladefoged et al. (1998), very little literature exists on the Ness dialect specifically,
apart from some brief notes in BorgstrOm (1940) and an examination of one speaker by
Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021). Ness is also represented by survey point (henceforth pt.) 1
in the Survey of the Gaelic Dialects of Scotland (SGDS; Ó Dochartaigh 1994–7). This study
therefore provides vital documentation of the vowel system of a dialect that is, in certain
ways, somewhat divergent from existing descriptions of Scottish Gaelic.

The categoricity of these oppositions is investigated by searching for bimodality in the
acoustic distribution of tokens (following Bermúdez-Otero & Trousdale 2011), and it is con-
cluded that speakers vary as to whether tense and lax /i e/ can be shown to be represented by
two discrete categories in the phonological grammar. In the case of retraction of /a(˘)/, it is
found that similar inter-speaker variation occurs in the long vowel, while no speakers display
categoricity in the short vowel. This variation is framed in terms of the diachronic process of
STABILISATION, in the context of the life cycle of phonological processes (Bermúdez-Otero
2007, 2015).

The phonetic grounding of the allophonic patterns reported here is also considered.
While the retraction of /a(˘)/ next to velarised consonants can probably be attributed to co-
articulation, the motivation for the distribution of tense and lax /i e/ is less obvious. A solution
is offered based on a generalised version of Storme’s (2019) analysis of the laxing of vowels
in closed syllables in languages such as French, where laxing serves to enhance the per-
ceptual distinctiveness of an immediately-following supra-glottal consonant by allowing for
more distinctive formant transitions.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides background information on
the general Lewis dialect of Scottish Gaelic on the basis of the existing literature. Section 3
presents a descriptive study of the vowel system of Ness Gaelic, while Section 4 presents an
acoustic study that supports these findings. Section 5 provides some general discussion and
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background
Scottish Gaelic belongs to the Goidelic branch of the Celtic languages and is closely related
to Irish and Manx. It is spoken mostly in northwestern Scotland by speakers numbering
approximately 60,000 according to the 2011 census (National Records of Scotland 2015).
Although it has undergone rapid decline since the early 20th century (see e.g. MacKinnon
2010), it nevertheless remained the dominant language acquired by children among the native
population of the Outer Hebrides until around the 1980s. For detailed sociolinguistic analysis
of the current state of the language, see Ó Giollagáin et al. (2020).

This paper is concerned with a dialect spoken in Lewis, which comprises the northern
two thirds of the northernmost island in the Outer Hebrides. The dialect of Bernera, on the
west side of Lewis, is described in detail by BorgstrOm (1940) and revisited more recently in
a phonetic study by Ladefoged et al. (1998). Meanwhile, Oftedal (1956) provides a detailed
description of the dialect of Leurbost in the east. The dialect of Ness, at the far northern
end of Lewis – which forms the basis of the present study – is the subject of a few pages of
notes in BorgstrOm (1940); additionally, Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021) provide an overview
of the sound system of one Ness speaker. Finally, SGDS includes survey data from nine
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Table 1 The consonant phonemes of Lewis Gaelic.

Coronal Dorsal

Labial Non-palatalised Palatalised Non-palatalised Palatalised Glottal

Stop /ph/ /p/ /t5h/ /t5/ /tjh/ /tj/ /kh/ /k/ /kjh/ /kj/
Fricative /f/ /v/ /s/ /S/ /x/ /ƒ/ /xj/ /j/ /h/
Nasal /m/ /n5ƒ/ /n/ /6/
Lateral /l5ƒ/ /¥/ /lj/
Rhotic /rƒ/ /R/ /Dj/

speakers at various locations around Lewis. This section outlines the sound inventory of the
general Lewis Gaelic system, which is mostly agreed upon across these sources, discussing
consonants in Section 2.1 and vowels in Section 2.2.

2.1 Lewis Gaelic consonants
The consonant phonemes of Lewis Gaelic are shown in Table 1. When non-initial, the aspi-
rated stops are pre-aspirated rather than post-aspirated. This is realised throughout Lewis as
a short [h]-like period of glottal frication preceding the stop closure, i.e. [hp ht5 htj hk hkj], or
as devoicing of an immediately-preceding sonorant. The ordinary short glottal pre-aspiration
found at all places of articulation in Lewis distinguishes this dialect from the majority of other
dialects of Scottish Gaelic, which instead mostly have [hp ht5 htj xk xjkj] or [xp xt5 xtj xk
xjkj] (see BorgstrOm 1974; Ó Baoill 1980; Bosch 2010b; Clayton 2010: 36ff.; Ó Maolalaigh
2010 for overviews of this variation).1

An important characteristic of all Scottish Gaelic dialects is the existence of contrastive
palatalised and non-palatalised series of coronal and dorsal consonants. Palatalisation on
/lj Dj/ is very weak, and many other authors transcribe /l D/, but morphological alternations
clearly show that they belong to the palatalised series from a phonological point of view (see
e.g. Morrison 2020: 138ff.). Another important characteristic is the existence of a series of
velarised coronal sonorants /n5ƒ l5ƒ rƒ/, although initial /n5ƒ/ is at most very weakly velarised in
Lewis and may be indistinguishable from /n/ in this position; Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021)
also report that /rƒ/ is merged with /R/ for their Ness speaker. In Lewis Gaelic there is also a
series of velarised retroflex consonants [Ëƒ ßƒ äƒ Þƒ], which are normally assumed to represent
underlying clusters /rƒt5 rƒs rƒn5ƒ rƒl5ƒ/.2

There are several important differences between the transcription system employed here
and those in Ladefoged et al. (1998) and Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021). First of all, a
front glide may occur between a labial consonant and a stressed non-front vowel in Lewis
Gaelic, which I transcribe as a separate segment [j], e.g. beò [pjç˘] ‘alive’, in agreement
with BorgstrOm’s (1940: 18) description. On the other hand, Ladefoged et al. and Nance &
Ó Maolalaigh choose to transcribe this as palatalisation, e.g. [pjç˘], resulting in an additional

1 An anonymous reviewer points out that, even in Lewis, pre-aspiration may involve a degree of oral
frication after close vowels. This can probably be regarded as an inevitable consequence of forcing a
large volume of air through the relatively narrow supra-lingual passage necessary for the production
of a close vowel. However, whatever oral frication occurs here falls far short of a full oral fricative –
compare the clear contrast between e.g. bucas [p¨hk´s] ‘box’ vs. uchd [uxk] ‘breast’ in most Lewis
Gaelic varieties.

2 Retroflexion brings about neutralisation of palatalisation, so the retroflex consonants correspond histor-
ically to clusters with originally palatalised coronals as well as non-palatalised ones. Note that original
non-palatalised /rƒl5ƒ/ is usually merged with /l5ƒ/ in Lewis, meaning that retroflex [Þƒ] most often corre-
sponds to original palatalised /rƒ¥/ only (although there is lexical variation within Lewis – see Teàrlach,
mèirleach in the appendix).
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Table 2 The monophthongal vowel phonemes of Lewis Gaelic.

Non-front

Front Unrounded Rounded

Close /i/ /i˘/ /µ/ /µ˘/ /u/ /u˘/
Close-mid /e/ /e˘/ /F/ /F˘/ /o/ /o˘/
Open-mid /E/ /E˘/ /ç/ /ç˘/
Open /a/ /a˘/

series of palatalised labials with a highly restricted surface distribution (for debate over the
status of palatalisation in labials, see Fraser 1938: 95; BorgstrOm 1940: 18–19; MacAulay
1962: 174–175, 1966; Oftedal 1963; Jackson 1967; Ternes 1973: 32ff.).3 Secondly, I follow
Ladefoged et al. in choosing not to explicitly mark affrication in [tjh tj], which are transcribed
[tSh tS] by Nance & Ó Maolalaigh, and I settle on [kjh kj xj j] for the palatalised dorsal series
where Ladefoged et al. have [khj kj C ƒj] and Nance & Ó Maolalaigh have [ch c C j]. Thirdly,
I transcribe pure palatals [6 ¥] where Ladefoged et al. have [nj lj] and Nance & Ó Maolalaigh
have [n5j l5j] – while these sounds often have some degree of alveolar and/or denti-alveolar
contact, I consider the most salient component of their articulation to be that occurring in the
palatal region. Finally, I transcribe velarised retroflex consonants as [Ëƒ], etc. in agreement
with BorgstrOm (1940: 75–76) and Oftedal’s (1956: 126–127) descriptions, while Ladefoged
et al. and Nance & Ó Maolalaigh transcribe [Ë] and [PË], etc. respectively. Where appropriate,
transcriptions from these and other sources are normalised to this system when cited in this
paper.

2.2 Lewis Gaelic vowels
The monophthongal vowel phonemes of Lewis Gaelic are shown in Table 2. Only stressed
vowels are considered in this paper, and stress occurs on the initial syllable unless otherwise
indicated. In addition to the monophthongs in Table 2, there are also opening diphthongs
/i´ ia u´ ua/ and numerous closing diphthongs such as /ui ei Fi ai çu au/, although the
exact inventory of closing diphthongs varies within Lewis. A characteristic feature of the
Lewis dialect is the existence of two highly distinct allophones of /u(˘)/: a true back vowel
[u(˘)] next to velarised consonants, and a more central vowel [¨(˘)] elsewhere. This has been
confirmed instrumentally by Ladefoged et al. (1998) and Nance (2011). When short, the true
back allophone also occurs before /x/ as well as, in Leurbost and Ness at least, before /j/.
Impressionistically, /µ(˘)/ also tends to be more central than back in Lewis Gaelic, and not
fully close.

Most stressed vowels and diphthongs may also occur with nasalisation. Vowel nasalisa-
tion in Scottish Gaelic is a complex phenomenon: stressed vowels display two degrees of
nasalisation when next to nasal consonants, interpreted by Morrison (2021) as categorical
phonological nasalisation and gradient phonetic nasalisation, and may also be independently

3 Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021) list only three palatalised labials /pjh pj fj/, while stating that /v m/ do
not have palatalised counterparts. However, since all five labials pattern identically with respect to these
front glides, it is not clear how or why their analysis of the initial labials in forms like bheò [vjç˘ ∼ vjç˘]
‘alive’ (lenited), mealladh [mjA‚ l5ƒ´ƒ ∼ mjA‚ l5ƒ´ƒ] ‘deceive.VN’ might differ from those in e.g. beò [pjç˘
∼ pjç˘] ‘alive’. As far as I can tell, this stems from reproduction of a typographical error in Ladefoged
et al. (1998: 3), who accidentally omit /vj mj/ from their Table 1.1 but include all five palatalised labials
in their examples (the same error is also reproduced by Ussishkin et al. 2017: 5). Note that Nance &
Ó Maolalaigh also occasionally transcribe palatalised labials in environments other than before stressed
non-front vowels, e.g. in feuch [fjiax] ‘try’ but not in beul [pial5ƒ] ‘mouth’, although no such contrast
exists in Scottish Gaelic.
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Table 3 The monophthongal vowel phonemes of Ness Gaelic.

Non-front

Front Unrounded Rounded

Close /i˘/ /µ˘/ /¨∼u/ /¨˘∼u˘/
/i∼I/

Near-close

Close-mid /e˘/ /F/ /F˘/ /o/ /o˘/
/e∼E/

Open-mid /ç/ /ç˘/
Open /a∼A/ /a˘∼A˘/

nasalised outwith this environment. I will mark nasalisation in this paper only where I believe
it to be categorical and phonological.

Unstressed vowels display a reduced inventory /´ a ç/, of which the first has a conditioned
variant [i] before certain palatalised consonants. Word-finally or before hiatus, unstressed
[i u] also occur which can be taken to represent underlying /´j ´v/.

3 Ness Gaelic vowels: Descriptive study
Ness, at the far northern end of Lewis, consists of a dense cluster of around 14 villages
mostly strung along a main road from southwest to northeast for a distance of around 6 km.
The total population of the district is approximately 1,000 today, although it reached several
times that number at its peak during the 19th century. In this section I provide the results of
a descriptive study of the vowel system of Ness Gaelic conducted using traditional linguistic
fieldwork methods, based primarily on highly detailed observation of the speech of one male
informant born in 1952 in the village of Adabrock (speaker S1 in the experiment described in
Section 4). My findings are discussed in the context of the existing literature on Ness Gaelic
and on Lewis Gaelic more generally.

The primary informant was born and raised in Ness but spent a considerable portion of
his adult life living on the Scottish mainland before returning to the same village. Forms
were elicited and transcribed by the author, who is not a native speaker of Scottish Gaelic, by
means of informal conversation in English on a day-to-day basis over a number of years. This
was complemented on occasion by passive observation of the spontaneous speech of other
members of the community.

The consonant system of Ness differs little from the general Lewis system described in
Section 2.1. My primary informant frequently pronounces /n5ƒ/ as a retroflex [äƒ] in non-initial
position – such a pronunciation has never been reported before for Ness, but it is occasionally
recorded in SGDS for speakers on the east coast of Lewis, e.g. chunnaic [xuäƒikj] ‘see.PST’
(pt. 6, Tolsta), ceannaich [kjhAäƒixj] ‘buy’ (pt. 7, Point).

This section is concerned with the vowel system of Ness Gaelic, which differs in various
ways from the general Lewis system described in Section 2.2. For comparison with the gen-
eral Lewis system in Table 2, the Ness system described here is summarised in Table 3. The
absence of /µ E˘/ will be discussed in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 respectively, the tense and
lax allophones of /i e/ in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 respectively, and retraction of /a(˘)/ in
Section 3.5.

3.1 Absence of /µ/
As a distinctive characteristic of the Ness dialect, BorgstrOm (1940: 120) reports that
wherever Bernera has short [µ] followed by a palatalised consonant, Ness has [i]:
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(1) BERNERA NESS

duine [tɯ̪ɲə] [ti̪ɲə] ‘man’

ruig [rɣɯkj] [rɣikj] ‘reach’

tuilleadh [t ̪hɯʎəɣ] [t ̪hiʎəɣ] ‘more’

uisge [ɯʃkj] [iʃkj] ‘rain’

This is in agreement with my own observations for Ness Gaelic. As it happens, [µ] in Bernera
is nearly always followed by a palatalised consonant, meaning that BorgstrOm’s rule covers
the vast majority of occurrences of this vowel while theoretically leaving unchanged only a
small number of forms that display it in other environments, e.g. Bernera turadh [t5hµR´ƒ]
‘dry weather’. However, as will be discussed in Section 3.3, the lax allophone of /i/ in Ness
Gaelic is often retracted so far as to occupy the region of vowel space where /µ/ would
be expected to occur. Since the vowel of turadh, and the few other items that BorgstrOm’s
rule fails to cover, occurs in an environment where /i/ would be expected to display its lax
allophone, it can in fact simply be assigned to underlying /i/ in the context of the Ness system.
The same can probably be said for the handul of forms that are recorded in SGDS with [µ]
in Ness, e.g. lugha [l5ƒµƒ´] ‘small.CMP’.4 I therefore consider /µ/ to be fully merged with /i/
in this system, even though vowels that I regard as positional allophones of /i/ may often be
somewhat [µ]-like in quality.

Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021) nevertheless report two phonemes /i/ and /µ/ in their
Ness speaker. Figure 1, produced using their supplementary audio files, shows the distri-
bution in vowel space of all forms containing either of these vowels in a stressed syllable.
Where applicable, these are coded according to the vowel with which they are recorded for
Bernera by BorgstrOm (1940). As far as it is possible to tell, this speaker perfectly reproduces
the Bernera system – note in particular the occurrence of [µ] before palatalised consonants
in cruinneachadh [khRµ6´x´ƒ] ‘gather.VN’, duine [t5µ6´] ‘man’, tuigsinn [t5hµkjSi6] ‘under-
stand.VN’, in stark contradiction to the characteristic Ness system established by BorgstrOm
(1940), analysis of SGDS data, and my own observations.5 It therefore appears that their
speaker actually resists this Ness merger.

3.2 Absence of /E˘/
BorgstrOm (1940: 27ff.) records two distinct long mid front vowels /e˘ E˘/ in Bernera, and
makes no mention of any deviation from this in his notes on Ness. However, both BorgstrOm
(1940: 27) and Oftedal (1956: 57) note that long /E˘/ is somewhat higher than its short counter-
part /E/, encroaching on the territory of /e˘/, and this is confirmed instrumentally for Bernera
by Ladefoged et al. (1998: 27). According to my own observations, and in agreement with
Nance & Ó Maolalaigh’s (2021: 268) findings, /E˘/ is in fact fully merged with /e˘/ in the
present-day Ness dialect.6 Items that BorgstrOm (1940) records with /E˘/ in Bernera therefore
have /e˘/ in Ness:

4 All glossing abbreviations follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules, except: CMP = comparative; VN = verbal
noun.

5 Note that Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021) transcribe [µ] in cruinneachadh and turadh only, and [i] in all
other items.

6 Note that Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021) transcribe [E˘] in Gàidheal [kE˘.´l5ƒ] ‘Gael’ and (nasalised) in
sèimh [SE‚˘v] ‘gentle’, although this vowel is found to be merged with [e˘] for their speaker.
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Figure 1 (Colour online) The distribution in vowel space of forms containing either /i/ or /µ/ in Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021),
coded according to the vowel with which they are recorded for Bernera by Borgstrøm (1940).

(2) BERNERA NESS

cnàimh [khðjɛ̃ː v] [khðjẽːv] ‘bone’

Gàidheal [kɛː.əl ̪ɣ] [keː.əl ̪ɣ] ‘Gael’

nèamh [ɲɛ̃ː v] [ɲẽːv] ‘heaven’

's e [ʃɛː] [ʃeː] ‘it is’

To the best of my knowledge, [E˘] is recorded in SGDS only twice for Ness, in two
instances of the word cnàimh. The handful of words which display [E˘] elsewhere in Lewis
are nearly always transcribed with [e˘] not only in Ness but also in Tolsta (pt. 6) and Point
(pt. 7) on the east coast, suggesting a near-total loss of [E˘] in a contiguous area covering the
northeast quarter of the island. Outwith Lewis, a similar absence of [E˘] is reported by Dorian
(1978: 58) for East Sutherland.

3.3 Tense and lax /i/
Many of the more detailed descriptions of Scottish Gaelic dialects (BorgstrOm 1940: 29, 120,
136; 1941: 18, 71; Oftedal 1956: 64; Dorian 1978: 56; Wentworth 2005: 172ff.) report the
existence of a somewhat retracted and lowered allophone of /i/ in various environments, most
commonly before certain non-palatalised consonants. As far as I am aware, however, this has
not been investigated instrumentally. BorgstrOm (1940: 120) singles out Ness as a dialect in
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which this retraction and lowering is particularly strong – so much so that he introduces a
separate symbol ı for it in his transcription system, alongside ordinary i. According to my
own observations, the fully close front allophone, which I refer to as TENSE and transcribe
[i], occurs in Environment A (see example (3a) below). On the other hand, the retracted
and lowered allophone, which I refer to as LAX and transcribe [I], occurs in Environment
B (see (3b)). Note that /lj Dj/ do not appear to pattern with other palatalised consonants in
this respect – recall from Section 2.1 that they are normally pronounced with only very weak
palatalisation:

(3) a. Tense [i] in Environment A
i. Word-finally or before hiatus, /h/ or a pre-aspirated stop

fitheach miotag[fi.əx] [mĩhta̪k]‘raven’ ‘glove’

frithir nigh[fðjihəðj] [ɲĩ]‘impatient’ ‘wash’

ii. Before a palatalised consonant (excluding /lj Dj/)

bris gille[pðjiʃ] [kjiʎə]‘break’ ‘boy’

duine ruig[ti̪ɲə] [rɣikj]‘man’ ‘reach’

b. Lax [I] in Environment B: Before any other consonant

fios siud[fɪs] [ʃɪt]̪‘knowledge’ ‘that’

hdarutsilim [mɪl̃j ]ʃə t[ ̪hɪɾəɣ] ’rehtaewyrd‘’teews‘

The distribution reported by BorgstrOm (1940: 120) in his notes on Ness is largely consistent
with the pattern in (3), although few examples are provided.

While the tense allophone [i] is similar in quality to long /i˘/, the lax allophone [I] often
approaches the quality of long /µ˘/ (which is, recall from Section 2.2, more central than back
in Lewis, and not fully close). As stated in Section 3.1, a form such as turadh [t5hIR´ƒ] ‘dry
weather’ can therefore be considered to display the lax allophone of /i/ in the context of the
Ness system, even though its vowel likely differs little in quality from Bernera /µ/.

Although the rule in (3) can be taken as a starting point, speakers appear to vary slightly
with respect to the precise conditioning environments of the two allophones. This means that
lax [I] may occasionally be heard in Environment A and tense [i] in Environment B – although
the requirement that only tense [i] occur word-finally or before hiatus, /h/ or a pre-aspirated
stop appears to be absolute. One informant asserted that the lexical distribution of tense and
lax /i/ differs from one end of Ness to the other, with some words, e.g. giomach [kjim´x ∼
kjIm´x] ‘lobster’, displaying tense [i] at the southwest end and lax [I] at the northeast end.
This would result in [I] being more frequent in general in the northeast of Ness. He explicitly
associated this variation with the catchment areas of the two primary schools that served the
area until the early 2000s: one in Cross serving the southwestern half of Ness, and one in
Lionel serving the northeastern half.

There are 61 forms recorded in SGDS with either [i] or [I] in Ness. Of the 55 that contain
Environment A, 48 have tense [i] and just seven have lax [I]. Conversely, of the six that
contain Environment B, all except one have lax [I]. This speaker therefore displays a clear
trend towards the pattern in (3), but does not maintain it consistently. Lax [I] is occasionally
recorded at other locations in Lewis as well, albeit less frequently than in Ness, and among
these the Tolsta (pt. 6), Carloway (pt. 4) and Leurbost (pt. 8) speakers display traces of a
similar trend.
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3.4 Tense and lax /e/
/e E/ are generally considered to be phonemically contrastive in Scottish Gaelic, although
both BorgstrOm (1940: 12) and Oftedal (1956: 58) note that the opposition is neutralised in a
large number of environments: for instance, in Bernera, only /e/ occurs between palatalised
consonants and only /E/ before /t5 s x R/. Ó Maolalaigh (1997) explores whether they can
be reduced to a single phoneme in the system described by Oftedal (1956) for Leurbost,
and concludes that it is not possible. BorgstrOm’s (1940: 119) notes on Ness suggest that
the relative lexical distribution of these two vowels is roughly as in Bernera. According to
my own observations, however, they are in perfect complementary distribution in the Ness
system, representing two positional allophones of a single phoneme which I will label /e/.
[e], which I refer to as the TENSE allophone, occurs in Environment A, while [E], which I
refer to as LAX, occurs in Environment B. Note that this rule is identical to the rule for /i/,
except that a following palatalised consonant does not cause tenseness:

(4) a. Tense [e] in Environment A: Word-finally or before hiatus, /h/ or a pre-aspirated
stop

ceithir soitheach[kjhehəðj] [se.əx]‘four’ ‘vessel’

faic teth[fẽhkj] [tjhe]‘see’ ‘hot’

b. Lax [E] in Environment B: Before any other consonant

bean eilean[pɛn] [ɛljan]‘wife’ ‘island’

deich teas[tjɛxj] [tjhɛs]‘ten’ ‘heat’

While the tense allophone [e] is similar in quality to long /e˘/, the lax allophone [E] is
lower and less fully front than this. For some Ness speakers – especially my primary infor-
mant – the lax allophone tends to be retracted so far as to render it indistinguishable in
quality from /F/. BorgstrOm (1940: 119) reports this retraction in Ness only before [k], e.g.
beag [pFk] ‘small’, freagairt [fRFk´Ëƒ] ‘answer’, where other dialects normally have [e]. The
former of these two words occurs in SGDS, where it is transcribed with [F] in both Ness and
Point (pt. 7) and with [e] elsewhere in Lewis. Nance & Ó Maolalaigh’s (2021) Ness speaker
has [F] in both these words as well as (nasalised) before [ƒ] in teanga [tjhF‚ ƒ´] ‘tongue’,
which has [E‚] in other dialects but usually [I‚] in Ness (see BorgstrOm 1940: 239).7

There are 42 forms recorded in SGDS with either [e] or [E] in Ness. Of the 21 that
contain Environment A, 16 have tense [e] and five have lax [E]. Conversely, of the 21 that
contain Environment B, all except one have lax [E]. As with tense and lax /i/ in the previous
section, this speaker therefore displays a clear trend towards the pattern in (4) but does not
maintain it consistently. Outwith Ness, speakers throughout the east coast of Lewis (pts. 6–9)
show similar traces of this pattern while those on the west side (pts. 2–5) do not.

Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021) report two phonemes /e/ and /E/ in their Ness speaker,
and do not discuss their relative distribution. However, as shown in Figure 2, produced using
their supplementary audio files, the distribution of these two vowels almost totally conforms
to the pattern in (4). The only clear exception is teinne [tjhe6´] ‘tight.CMP’, which has tense
[e] in Environment B (although aige [Ekj´] ‘at.3SG.M’ displays an anomalous value for F2 as
a result of poor formant tracking caused by creaky voice).8

7 Note that teanga is transcribed [tShE‚ k´] in Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021).
8 Note that the word eile [Elj´] ‘other’ is transcribed with [e] in Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021). Another

word, leig [ljikj] ‘let.PST’, is transcribed with [e] but appears to be produced with [i] in accordance with
the usual Lewis pronunciation (see BorgstrOm 1940: 69; Oftedal 1956: 243).
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Figure 2 The distribution in vowel space of forms containing either /e/ or /E/ in Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021), coded for
Environment A or B.

3.5 Retraction of /a(˘)/
BorgstrOm (1940: 119) notes that /a(˘)/ in the Ness dialect, unlike that of Bernera, is char-
acterised by the occurrence of a retracted allophone [A(˘)] when it occurs next to velarised
consonants. This is parallel to the allophony in /u(˘)/ throughout Lewis mentioned in Section
2.2, except that a following /x/ or /j/ does not trigger retraction in /a/. According to my
own observations, this retraction occurs next to all velarised consonants except initial /n5ƒ/
– recall that this consonant displays at most very weak velarisation in initial position in
Lewis. It therefore occurs before (but not after) /n5ƒ/, before and after /l5ƒ/, and before and
after /rƒ/. Additionally, it occurs before the velarised retroflex consonants [Ëƒ ßƒ äƒ Þƒ] repre-
senting underlying clusters /rƒt5 rƒs rƒn5ƒ rƒl5ƒ/. Note that long /a˘/ is either extremely rare or
non-existent before /n5ƒ/, so no examples are given:

(5) a. Before /n5ƒ/

fannaich [fɑn̪ɣixj] ‘weaken’

greannach [kðjɑn̪ɣəx] ‘angry’

b. Before /l5ƒ/

balach àlainn[pɑl ̪ɣəx] [ɑːl ̪ɣiɲ]‘boy’ ‘beautiful’

geal càl[kjɑl ̪ɣ] [khɑːl ̪ɣ]‘white’ ‘cabbage’
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c. After /l5ƒ/

blas blàth[pl ̪ɣɑs] [pl ̪ɣɑː]‘taste’ ‘warm’

cladach làidir[khl ̪ɣɑtə̪x] [l ̪ɣɑːtjəðj]‘shore’ ‘strong’

d. Before /rƒ/

earrach bàrr[jɑrɣəx] [pɑːrɣ]‘spring’ ‘cream’

starrag gàrradh[stɑ̪rɣak] [kɑːrɣəɣ]‘crow’ ‘garden’

e. After /rƒ/

rag ràcan[rɣɑk] [rɣɑːhkan]‘numb’ ‘rake’

rapach ràn[rɣɑhpəx] [rɣɑːn]‘rough’ ‘cry’

f. Before retroflex

arspag gàirdean[ɑʂɣpak] [kɑːʈɣan]‘gull’ ‘arm’

ceart mèirleach[kjhɑʂɣʈɣ] [mjɑ̃ː ɭɣəx]‘correct’ ‘thief’

In the case of initial /rƒ/, the LENITION mutation leads to alternations in the vowel, compare
dà ràcan [t5a˘ Ra˘hkan] ‘two rakes’. Morphological palatalisation of final /l5ƒ/ can also trigger
alternations, compare càil [kha˘lj] ‘cabbage.GEN’.9

The degree of retraction may vary slightly on the basis of both environment and vowel
length. For example, retraction tends to be more clearly audible next to /l5ƒ/ than in other envi-
ronments, and more so in long /a˘/ than short /a/. Although centralised [a_(˘)] may therefore
capture the quality of the vowel more accurately than fully back [A(˘)] in some cases, I have
been unable to perceive such a three-way distinction with sufficient consistency, and so will
employ the symbol [A(˘)] for any retracted allophone of /a(˘)/.

This retraction is also noted by Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021; 268) for their Ness speaker.
A similar opposition is also reported by Oftedal (1956: 52–53) for Leurbost, and SGDS shows
frequent retraction at all locations in Lewis except for the speaker nearest to Bernera (pt. 4,
Carloway). It therefore appears to be fairly characteristic of Lewis Gaelic in general, except
for, coincidentally, the area where BorgstrOm (1940) happened to carry out the majority of
his fieldwork. Retraction in the same environment is also reported in some other locations
further afield, e.g. Applecross in Ross-shire (Ternes 1973: 146).

There is one further environment in which this retraction may occur in Ness Gaelic.
While the pre-aspirated stop /hk/ and the cluster /xk/ are normally distinct in Lewis Gaelic,
e.g. tac [t5hahk] ‘farm’, seac [Sahk] ‘wither’ vs. tachd [t5haxk] ‘choke’, seachd [Saxk] ‘seven’,
some Ness speakers – including my primary informant – merge both to [hk]. When this
occurs, the contrast appears to be transferred to a preceding short /a/, which is retracted
before underlying /xk/, e.g. tac [t5hahk], seac [Sahk] vs. tachd [t5hAhk], seachd [SAhk]. This is
in spite of the fact that retraction does not occur before [xk] in those speakers who do have
this cluster, and no speakers have retraction of /a/ before [x] in general. Note that long /a˘/ is

9 Recall from Section 2.1 that Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021) find that /rƒ/ is merged with /R/ for their
speaker. Nevertheless, retraction of both /a(˘)/ and /u(˘)/ is clearly audible in the supplementary audio
files in words where /rƒ/ is expected, e.g. beàrr [pjA˘R] ‘cut’, b’ urrainn [puRi6] ‘can.PST’. It there-
fore may be the case that this merger has brought about marginal phonemicisation of these vocalic
oppositions in this speaker.
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extremely rare before /xk/, so it is not clear whether it would be subject to retraction under
the same circumstances.

4 Ness Gaelic vowels: Acoustic study
In this section I describe an acoustic study of the Ness Gaelic vowel system that investigates
instrumentally the allophonic patterns described in Section 3. The aims of the experiment are
discussed in Section 4.1, the methods in Section 4.2 and the results in Section 4.3.

4.1 Aims
The first aim of this study is to document the vowels of Ness Gaelic, focusing on those parts
where it differs from the general Lewis system described in Section 2.2. Since the rounded
vowels of Ness Gaelic display no noteworthy departure from this system, only unrounded
vowels will be investigated.

The second aim of this study is to determine whether the patterns of allophonic variation
described in Section 3 for /i e a(˘)/ in Ness Gaelic, which are hitherto based almost entirely
upon auditory observation, can be verified acoustically by measuring formant values. It is
predicted that /i e/ will display higher F1 and lower F2 in Environment B than Environment
A (as defined separately for the two vowels), because the lax allophone of each vowel is
retracted and lowered with respect to the tense allophone. It is also predicted that /a(˘)/ will
display lower F2 in retracting environments than in non-retracting environments.

The third aim is to search for evidence of bimodality in the distribution of tense vs. lax
/i/, tense vs. lax /e/, and retracted vs. non-retracted /a(˘)/ in individual speakers, and deter-
mine whether or not all speakers display similar patterns to one another. Bermúdez-Otero &
Trousdale (2011: 7), in a study of diachronic pathways of sound change, argue that bimodal-
ity in the distribution of tokens can be taken as conclusive evidence that two allophones are
encoded as discrete phonological categories in a speaker’s grammar (although the absence
of bimodality does not necessarily entail the absence of categoricity). This is supported by
experimental evidence presented by Maye, Werker & Gerken (2002) showing that infants
learn to discriminate tokens located at the endpoints of an acoustic continuum if and only if
the tokens on which they are trained are distributed bimodally, which suggests that bimodality
in the input is what prompts the learner to set up two discrete categories during acquisition. If
tokens of tense and lax /i e/, or retracted and non-retracted /a(˘)/, are distributed bimodally in
vowel space, then I take this as an indication that the rule governing their distribution belongs
to the categorical phonology rather than the gradient phonetics. For those speakers for whom
it is possible to identify two separate categories, it will also be noted whether or not all items
fall into the expected category according to the rules given in Section 3. However, no system-
atic attempt will be made to redefine those rules in the event that a particular speaker deviates
from the expected distribution, since this would require the use of a very large number of
different stimuli.

As noted in Section 3.3, there is anecdotal evidence of microdialectal variation within
Ness with respect to the lexical distribution of tense and lax /i/, with lax [I] more frequent
at the northeast end than the southwest end. Systematic investigation of this variation is not
an aim of this study, since this would require a large number of speakers and stimuli, but it
will be noted whether or not any inter-speaker variation in the distribution of tense and lax /i/
conforms to such a pattern.

4.2 Method

4.2.1 Speakers
Table 4 provides details of the nine native speakers of Scottish Gaelic who took part in the
study, including gender, year of birth and village of birth (marked according to whether the
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village is located in the southwestern half of Ness or the northeastern half). All were born
and raised in Ness and lived there at the time of recording, although speakers S1, S2 and S6
had spent a significant portion of their adult lives living on the Scottish mainland – a factor
which Ladefoged et al. (1998: 25) suggest may lie behind the loss of vocalic distinctions
among some of their speakers. All used Scottish Gaelic on a daily basis either at home, in
the community, or both. Speakers S1, S2 and S7 are siblings. All were sufficiently literate in
Scottish Gaelic to participate in the study without difficulty.

Table 4 The nine speakers who took part in the study.

Speaker Gender Year of birth Village of birth

S1 Male 1952 Adabrock (NE)
S2 Male 1948 Adabrock (NE)
S3 Male 1943 Cross (SW)
S4 Male 1984 Cross (SW)
S5 Male 1951 Lionel (NE)
S6 Male 1950 Aird Dell (SW)
S7 Female 1951 Adabrock (NE)
S8 Female 1981 South Dell (SW)
S9 Female 1965 Eoropie (NE)

4.2.2 Word list
The word list consisted of 144 stimuli containing the vowels /i(˘) µ˘ e(˘) a(˘)/ in the stressed
syllable. This set of vowels represents all of the unrounded monophthongal vowel phonemes
of Ness Gaelic except for /F(˘)/, which is relatively rare and is not included in this study.
Effort was made to include as wide a variety of phonological environments as possible in
each case, in order to avoid artificially inducing bimodality into the token distributions.

The numerical distribution of the target vowels among the 144 stimuli is shown in Table 5.
After the recording of the first three participants, S1, S2 and S7, two problematic stimuli were
replaced with similar words for the remaining participants. The full word list can be found in
the appendix.

Table 5 The distribution of target vowels in the 144 stimuli used in the word list.

Vowel Environment n Vowel Environment n

/i/ A 9 /i˘/ n/a 8
B 7 /µ˘/ n/a 8

/e/ A 8 /e˘/ n/a 8
B 8 /a˘/ Non-retracting 12

/a/ Non-retracting 28 Before /l5ƒ/ 4
Before /n5ƒ/ 4 After /l5ƒ/ 4
Before /l5ƒ/ 4 Before /rƒ/ 4
After /l5ƒ/ 4 After /rƒ/ 4

Before /rƒ/ 4 Before retroflex 4
After /rƒ/ 4

Before retroflex 4
Before /xk/ 4

Each participant was presented with a different iteration of the randomised word list.
Stimuli were presented in Scottish Gaelic orthography, alongside an English gloss to provide
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clarification in the event that a participant failed to recognise a word from its orthographic
form. Participants were instructed to read aloud each stimulus three times within the carrier
sentence ‘S e . . . a chanas mi [Se . . . ´ xan´s mi] ‘It is . . . that I will say’.

4.2.3 Recording
Recording was carried out in Praat (Boersma 2001) in a quiet room using a Logitech AK5370
USB desktop microphone connected directly to a computer. Altogether 3,865 tokens were
successfully obtained, after a small number (less than 1%) were discarded either due to
unclear pronunciation or due to an unexpected pronunciation that did not contain any of
the target vowels (conversely, a handful of extra tokens were gained ‘for free’ when speakers
accidentally read a word four times instead of three).10

4.2.4 Analysis
The start and end points of the target vowel of each token were determined using waveforms
and spectrograms in Praat, and the quality of the vowel was identified auditorily. This was
carried out at the phonemic level only, i.e. no attempt was made to auditorily distinguish
between tense and lax /i e/ or between retracted and non-retracted /a(˘)/, since the categoricity
of these oppositions is in question. Nasalisation was ignored, because it displays very little
interaction with vowel quality in this dialect. Each token was coded for vowel and, where
relevant, for environment. If a token was produced with an unexpected vowel, it was retained
and coded accordingly as long as the vowel used belonged to the set of target vowels – for
instance, several speakers pronounced teanga ‘tongue’ as [tjhE‚ƒ´] instead of expected [tjhI‚ƒ´],
so these tokens were coded with /e/ instead of /i/. Any relevant variant pronunciations by
individual speakers are noted in the appendix.11 Tokens representing underlying /xk/ after /a/
were coded separately only for those speakers who realised it as [hk], since it is only in this
situation that it counts as a retracting environment; for those who realised it as [xk], this was
coded as a non-retracting environment just like any other following [x].

Values for F1 and F2 were extracted using a Praat script at the temporal midpoint of each
target vowel.12 Formant tracking was then checked and, where necessary, corrected manually
using Formant Editor (Sóskuthy 2015). A number of tokens were discarded at this stage due
to unclear formants, and a further two tokens from speaker S7 were later discarded due to
extreme outlying values for F1 even after attempted manual correction. Ultimately, 3,811
useable tokens were retained. Formant values were then normalised for each speaker using
the S-centroid method following Fabricius, Watt & Johnson (2009), taking each speaker’s
mean F1 and F2 for long /i˘ a˘/ to represent the top-left and bottom-centre corners of the
vowel space respectively. Vowel durations were extracted using a Praat script by calculating
the interval between the start and end point of each target vowel.

Because the laxing of /i e/ involves both retraction and lowering of the vowel, the tense
and lax allophones are expected to be distributed diagonally in F1–F2 space relative to one
another. A combination of both F1 and F2 values is therefore required in order to quantify
the degree of tenseness displayed by a given token. This can be achieved by defining the

10 Readers may request copies of the audio files by e-mailing the author.
11 Most of the unexpected pronunciations, e.g. [E‚] in teanga ‘tongue’, are attested elsewhere in Lewis and

therefore may simply reflect the use of a slightly less dialectally marked variant. Only in the case of S2
and S7’s use of [a‚ ˘] in cnàimh ‘bone’ is it likely that orthographic influence is playing a role.

12 Most of the analyses presented in this paper were also repeated using token means taken across seven
evenly spaced timepoints covering the middle 75% of the vowel. Except where otherwise stated, the
results did not differ substantially.
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tenseness T of a token of /i/ or /e/ as follows, where c is a constant whose value reflects the
relative contribution of F1 and F2 to tenseness:

(6) T = c × F2norm − F1norm

Since the tenseness of a token of /i e/ appears to be conditioned by its environment, the most
intuitively meaningful measure of tenseness is the one that most effectively differentiates
between tokens in Environment A and those in Environment B. The optimum value of c can
therefore be taken to be that which minimises the variance of T in the individual environments
A and B relative to the overall variance of T in both environments combined. It is therefore
the value that minimises the ratio r defined as follows:

(7) r = (nA × Var(TA) + nB × Var(TB))/(n × Var(T))

If tokens in environments A and B are distributed as expected, plotting r against potential
values of c will reveal a single minimum in r at a particular value of c. Using this method,
separate values ci and ce were determined for /i/ and /e/ respectively, based on the combined
data of all nine speakers. This provided a means to quantify i-tenseness Ti and e-tenseness
Te, such that lax tokens of /i e/ will display lower values of Ti and Te respectively than tense
tokens.

Because the retraction of /a(˘)/ almost exclusively affects F2, the value of F2norm alone
was used to quantify the degree of retraction displayed by a given token. Retracted tokens
will display lower values of F2norm than non-retracted tokens.

Linear mixed effects (LME) models were fitted in R (R Core Team 2017) using the lme4
(Bates et al. 2015) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff & Christensen 2017) packages in
order to determine whether the patterns of allophonic variation described in Section 3 for
/i e a(˘)/ in Ness Gaelic can be confirmed statistically. Bimodality in the distribution of tokens
was provisionally identified through visual inspection of density plots, and then investigated
statistically by means of Hartigan’s Dip Test for multimodality using the diptest package
(Maechler 2016).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Overall vowel system
Based on combined data from all nine speakers, the distribution of the target vowels in nor-
malised vowel space is shown in Figure 3. Note that /i/ in Environment B is highly retracted
and lowered relative to Environment A, and occupies a similar area of vowel space to long
/µ˘/, while /e/ in Environment B occurs further down the front diagonal than in Environment
A. Note also that /a(˘)/ occurs further back in retracting environments than in non-retracting
environments.

4.3.2 Tense and lax /i/
The distribution of tokens of /i/ in normalised vowel space in environments A and B is shown
for each speaker in Figure 4. Following the procedure described in Section 4.2.4, the optimum
value of the constant ci was determined to be 4.47. Therefore i-tenseness Ti is defined as
follows:

(8) Ti = 4.47 × F2norm − F1norm

The distribution of Ti according to environment is shown in the boxplots in Figure 5. All
speakers display a clear tendency for tokens in Environment B to have higher F1norm and
lower F2norm, and thus lower Ti, than those in Environment A.

In order to determine whether this allophonic variation can be confirmed statistically, an
LME model was fitted with i-tenseness Ti as the dependent variable and a fixed effect of
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Figure 3 The distribution of the target vowels in normalised vowel space, combined for all nine speakers. The labels i e a represent
/i e a/ respectively; represent /i˘ µ˘ e˘ a˘/. Labels are centred on the mean, and ellipses represent one
standard deviation from the mean.

environment (two levels: A, B). Unless otherwise stated, all LME models reported in this
paper also include a random intercept in speaker, a random slope in speaker by environment,
and a random intercept in stimulus, each of which significantly contributed to the fit according
to LRTs in every case. A random slope in stimulus by environment was not included in any
case as this did not significantly improve fit. The model is summarised in Table 6. Tokens of
/i/ in Environment B display significantly lower Ti than those in Environment A.

Table 6 LME model summary for Ti of /i/ against environment.

Fixed effects Estimate SE df t p

(Intercept) 6.48 0.14 19.27 45.22 < .001 ∗∗∗

Environment = B —1.52 0.22 22.45 —6.78 < .001 ∗∗∗
∗p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001

In many languages, such as English, German and Irish (but not all, e.g. Italian), there
exists a close correlation between tenseness and vowel length, with short vowels displaying
a lax quality relative to their long counterparts. It has therefore been proposed that tense–lax
contrasts are derived from underlying length contrasts (Lindau 1978: 557), since the greater
duration of long vowels may allow for more peripheral articulation than their short counter-
parts. In order to investigate the possible effect of phonetic duration on tenseness in Scottish
Gaelic, a fixed effect of duration was added to the model in Table 6. This did not signifi-
cantly improve the fit of the model (X2(1) = 1.02, p = .312). A further model, summarised in
Table 7, was fitted with duration as the sole fixed effect and random intercepts in speaker and
stimulus. Duration alone is not a significant predictor of Ti.

In order to search for evidence of categoricity in the distribution of tense and lax /i/, the
density distribution of tokens of /i/ with respect to Ti in environments A and B is plotted
for each speaker in Figure 6. All speakers except for S2 and S3 display clear visible signs of
bimodality, defined as the presence of a pronounced dip in the overall distribution near to the
point where the density curves for the separate environments cross.

Hartigan’s Dip Test for multimodality was carried out in order to determine whether
the presence of bimodality in the overall distribution of tokens of /i/ could be confirmed
statistically for any of those seven speakers. The results are shown in Table 8. To account
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Figure 4 The distribution of tokens of /i/ in normalised vowel space in environments A and B for each speaker. Selected reference
values of Ti are indicated with diagonal grey lines in order to facilitate comparison with Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5 Ti of /i/ in environments A and B for each speaker.
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Table 7 LME model summary for Ti of /i/ against duration.

Fixed effects Estimate SE df t p

(Intercept) 5.63 0.25 31.67 22.77 <.001 ∗∗∗

Duration (ms) 0.0013 0.0012 273.88 1.05 .294 n.s.
∗p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001

Figure 6 The density distribution of tokens of /i/ with respect to Ti in environments A and B for each speaker
(bandwidth = (TiA − TiB)/4). The solid grey curve represents the overall distribution.

for multiplicity, significance was assessed by means of the Holm-Bonferroni method (Holm
1979). After this correction, speaker S9 displays significant evidence of bimodality, meaning
that at least this individual can be said to display two phonological categories for /i/, but
the apparent bimodality displayed by the other speakers cannot be confirmed statistically.13

However, since this may be due to the noisiness of the data and the relatively small sample
size per speaker, this should not necessarily be taken as evidence against the presence of
categoricity in the other speakers.

For each of those speakers who display visible signs of bimodality, the location of the
dip was taken as an estimate of the location of the boundary between the two (putative)
categories, in order to establish whether individual words display the expected distribution
according to the rule in (3). For all eight speakers, the majority of tokens fall on the expected
side of the dip. However, giomach is consistently tense for S6 while mil is consistently tense
for S4, S6, S8 and S9, all of whom are from the southwestern end of Ness except for S9.14

Conversely, bruich is consistently lax for S1 and S7, who are siblings from the northeastern
end of the district, while duine and tuilleadh are consistently lax for S4. This is therefore

13 When the analysis was repeated using token means instead of midpoints (see footnote 12), no speaker
displayed significant evidence of bimodality.

14 For both S7 and S8, one out of three tokens of giomach falls on the tense side of the dip.
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Table 8 Results of Hartigan’s Dip Test for multimodality in those speakers who display
visible signs of bimodality in Ti of /i/.

Speaker Dip statistic D n p

S1 0.057 48 .265 n.s.
S4 0.062 47 .178 n.s.
S5 0.068 48 .085 n.s.
S6 0.077 45 .033 n.s.
S7 0.081 43 .022 n.s.
S8 0.074 48 .038 n.s.
S9 0.087 48 .005 ∗
∗p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001 (after Holm-Bonferroni correction)

Table 9 LME model summary for Te of /e/ against environment.

Fixed effects Estimate SE df t p

(Intercept) —0.29 0.040 14.05 —7.33 < .001 ∗∗∗

Environment = B —0.32 0.045 16.84 —7.10 < .001 ∗∗∗
∗p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001

largely consistent with the anecdotal evidence mentioned in Section 3.3 regarding microdi-
alectal variation in the lexical distribution of tense and lax /i/, although no firm conclusions
may be drawn from the data available.

4.3.3 Tense and lax /e/
The distribution of tokens of /e/ in normalised vowel space in environments A and B is shown
for each speaker in Figure 7. Again following the procedure described in Section 4.2.4, the
optimum value of the constant ce was determined to be 0.47, so e-tenseness Te is defined as
follows:

(9) Te = 0.47 × F2norm – F1norm

The distribution of Te according to environment is shown in the boxplots in Figure 8. Again,
all speakers display a clear tendency for tokens in Environment B to have higher F1norm and
lower F2norm, and thus lower Te, than those in Environment A. Note that the lax allophone is
particularly strongly retracted for S1.

In order to determine whether this allophonic variation can be confirmed statistically,
an LME model was fitted as before, this time with e-tenseness Te as the dependent variable
and a fixed effect of environment (two levels: A, B). The model is summarised in Table 9.
As with /i/, tokens of /e/ in Environment B display significantly lower Te than those in
Environment A.

In order to once again investigate the possible effect of duration, a fixed effect of dura-
tion was added to the model in Table 9. This did not significantly improve the fit of the
model (X2(1) = 2.15, p = .142). A further model, summarised in Table 10, was fitted with
duration as the sole fixed effect and random intercepts in speaker and stimulus. This time
there was a small but significant effect, with tokens of greater duration displaying slightly
greater Te.

As before, the density distribution of tokens of /e/ with respect to Te in environments A
and B is plotted for each speaker in Figure 9. All speakers except for S3, S6 and S9 display
clear visible signs of bimodality.
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Figure 7 The distribution of tokens of /e/ in normalised vowel space in environments A and B for each speaker. Selected reference
values of Te are indicated with diagonal grey lines in order to facilitate comparison with Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 8 Te of /e/ in environments A and B for each speaker.
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Table 10 LME model summary for Te of /e/ against duration.

Fixed effects Estimate SE df t p

(Intercept) —0.55 0.059 46.16 —9.29 <.001 ∗∗∗

Duration (ms) 5.70 × 10−4 2.39 × 10−4 440.94 2.39 .017 ∗
∗p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001

Figure 9 The density distribution of tokens of /e/ with respect to Te in environments A and B for each speaker
(bandwidth = (TeA − TeB)/4). The solid grey curve represents the overall distribution.

Hartigan’s Dip Test for multimodality was again carried out in order to determine
whether the presence of bimodality in the overall distribution of tokens of /e/ could be con-
firmed statistically for any of those six speakers. The results are shown in Table 11. As before,
significance was assessed by means of the Holm-Bonferroni method. Speakers S1, S5 and S7
display significant evidence of bimodality, meaning that at least those three individuals can
be said to display two phonological categories for /e/, but the apparent bimodality displayed
by S2, S4 and S8 cannot be confirmed statistically.15

By again taking the location of the dip as an estimate of the location of the boundary
between the two (putative) categories for each of those speakers who display visible signs
of bimodality, it was possible to establish whether individual words display the expected
distribution according to the rule in (4). For all six speakers, the majority of tokens fall on
the expected side of the dip. However, breac and reic are consistently lax for S8.16

15 When the analysis was repeated using token means instead of midpoints (see footnote 12), only S1
displayed significant evidence of bimodality.

16 For S2, one out of three tokens of both deich and teanga fall on the tense side of the dip, while one out
of three tokens of both beatha and faic fall on the lax side of the dip. For S4, one out of three tokens of
geir and two out of three tokens of lean fall on the tense side of the dip.
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Table 11 Results of Hartigan’s Dip Test for multimodality for those speakers who display
visible signs of bimodality in Te of /e/.

Speaker Dip statistic D n p

S1 0.10 48 <.001 ∗∗

S2 0.062 51 .129 n.s.
S4 0.062 46 .189 n.s.
S5 0.096 48 <.001 ∗∗

S7 0.089 54 .001 ∗∗

S8 0.061 48 .188 n.s.
∗p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001 (after Holm-Bonferroni correction)

Figure 10 The distribution of tokens of short /a/ in normalised vowel space in retracting and non-retracting environments for each
speaker.

4.3.4 Retraction of /a(˘)/
The distribution of tokens of short /a/ in normalised vowel space in retracting and non-
retracting environments is shown for each speaker in Figure 10, and F2norm is shown in the
boxplots in Figure 11. All speakers display a clear tendency for tokens in retracting environ-
ments to have lower F2norm than those in non-retracting environments. Note that only speakers
S1, S5, S7 (sister of S1) and S8 display the merger of /xk/ and /hk/ discussed in Section 3.5,
so this particular retracting environment is found only in these speakers.

An LME model was fitted with F2norm as the dependent variable and a fixed effect
of environment (eight levels: non-retracting, before /n5ƒ/, before /l5ƒ/, after /l5ƒ/, before /rƒ/,
after /rƒ/, before retroflex, before /xk/). The model is summarised in Table 12. Relative to
non-retracting environments, tokens of short /a/ display significantly lower F2norm in every
retracting environment except before /xk/.17

17 When the analysis was repeated using token means instead of midpoints (see footnote 12), F2norm was
significantly lower before /xk/ as well.
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Table 12 LME model summary for F2norm of short /a/.

Fixed effects Estimate SE df t p

(Intercept) 1.07 0.016 17.11 67.13 <.001 ∗∗∗

Environment = Before /n5ƒ/ —0.11 0.028 61.70 —3.83 <.001 ∗∗∗

Environment = Before /l5ƒ/ —0.17 0.029 61.40 —5.86 <.001 ∗∗∗

Environment = After /l5ƒ/ —0.20 0.032 46.83 —6.33 <.001 ∗∗∗

Environment = Before /rƒ/ —0.090 0.029 60.75 —3.13 .003 ∗∗

Environment = After /rƒ/ —0.13 0.028 61.31 —4.65 <.001 ∗∗∗

Environment = Before retroflex —0.10 0.030 55.24 —3.44 .001 ∗∗

Environment = Before /xk/ —0.048 0.022 9.84 —2.21 .052 n.s.
∗p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001

Figure 11 F2norm of short /a/ in retracting and non-retracting environments for each speaker. N L R chd refer to
/n5ƒ l5ƒ rƒ xk/ respectively.

Closer inspection of stimuli with /a/ before /xk/, for those four speakers who display
the merger of /xk/ and /hk/, reveals that retraction in this environment is highly inconsistent.
Only S5 maintains a clearly audible distinction in both of the minimal pairs tac ∼ tachd
and seac ∼ seachd. S1 distinguishes only the former pair in the recording, even though I
have known this speaker to explicitly contrast the latter pair on other occasions (in fact, it
was S1’s correction of my own pronunciation of seac vs. seachd that originally brought my
attention to this particular retraction process in the first place), while both pairs appear to be
homophonous for S7 and S8. There is insufficient data to allow for systematic investigation
of retraction in this specific environment.

The distribution of tokens of long /a˘/ in normalised vowel space in retracting and non-
retracting environments is shown for each speaker in Figure 12, and F2norm is shown in the
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Table 13 LME model summary for F2norm of long /a˘/.

Fixed effects Estimate SE df t p

(Intercept) 1.01 0.024 10.29 41.84 < .001 ∗∗∗

Environment = Before /l5ƒ/ —0.17 0.023 15.26 —7.24 < .001 ∗∗∗

Environment = After /l5ƒ/ —0.22 0.030 13.05 —7.44 < .001 ∗∗∗

Environment = Before /rƒ/ —0.16 0.020 21.37 —7.95 < .001 ∗∗∗

Environment = After /rƒ/ —0.15 0.028 13.66 —5.44 < .001 ∗∗∗

Environment = Before retroflex —0.15 0.023 14.81 —6.56 < .001 ∗∗∗
∗p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001

Figure 12 The distribution of tokens of long /a˘/ in normalised vowel space in retracting and non-retracting environments for each
speaker.

boxplots in Figure 13. Again, all speakers display a clear tendency for tokens in retracting
environments to have lower F2norm than those in non-retracting environments.

A similar LME model was fitted with F2norm as the dependent variable and a fixed effect
of environment (six levels: non-retracting, before /l5ƒ/, after /l5ƒ/, before /rƒ/, after /rƒ/, before
retroflex). The model is summarised in Table 13. It can be seen that tokens of long /a˘/ in
every retracting environment display significantly lower F2norm than those in non-retracting
environments.

In order to search for evidence of categoricity in the distribution of retracted and
non-retracted /a(˘)/, the density distributions of tokens of short /a/ and long /a˘/ with respect
to F2norm in retracting and non-retracting environments are plotted in Figures 14 and 15
respectively. While no clear bimodality can be seen in the distribution of short /a/ for any
speaker, siblings S1, S2, and S7, as well as speaker S4, show clear visible signs of bimodality
in the distribution of long /a˘/.
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Figure 13 F2norm of long /a˘/ in retracting and non-retracting environments for each speaker. L R refer to /l5ƒ rƒ/ respectively.

Figure 14 The density distribution of tokens of short /a/ with respect to F2norm in retracting and non-retracting environments
(bandwidth = (F2normNon-ret – F2normRet)/4). The solid grey curve represents the overall distribution.
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Figure 15 The density distribution of tokens of long /a˘/ with respect to F2norm in retracting and non-retracting environments
(bandwidth = (F2normNon-ret – F2normRet)/4). The solid grey curve represents the overall distribution.

Once again, Hartigan’s Dip Test for multimodality was carried out in order to determine
whether the presence of bimodality in the overall distribution of tokens of long /a˘/ could be
confirmed statistically for any of those four speakers. The results are shown in Table 14. As
before, significance was assessed by means of the Holm-Bonferroni method. Speakers S2
and S4 display significant evidence of bimodality, meaning that at least those two individuals
can therefore be said to display two phonological categories for long /a˘/, but the apparent
bimodality displayed by S1 and S7 cannot be confirmed statistically.

Table 14 Results of Hartigan’s Dip Test for multimodality for those speakers who
display visible signs of bimodality in F2 of long /a˘/.

Speaker Dip statistic D n p

S1 0.039 96 .344 n.s.
S2 0.11 99 <.001 ∗∗∗

S4 0.079 99 <.001 ∗∗∗

S7 0.052 97 .046 n.s.
∗p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001 (after Holm-Bonferroni correction)

By once again taking the location of the dip as an estimate of the location of the bound-
ary between the two (putative) categories for those speakers who display visible evidence of
bimodality, it was possible to establish whether individual words display the expected distri-
bution according to the rule in (5) above. For all four speakers, the majority of tokens fall
on the expected side of the dip. However, several items display some inconsistency for S1,
S4 and S7 and occasionally straddle the boundary between the two categories. In most cases,
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these are items with /a˘/ before or after /rƒ/ or before a retroflex, where retraction appears to
be weaker than in other retracting environments (see e.g. S1 in Figure 13 above).18

It is worth noting in Tables 12 and 13 that, in nearly all comparable retracting environ-
ments, long /a˘/ is retracted to a greater degree than short /a/. The greater overall spread of
retracted and non-retracted allophones of long /a˘/ compared to short /a/ can also be clearly
seen by comparing the left and right panels in Figure 3. It may be that the greater duration
of the long vowel allows for greater peripherality in the retracted allophone, thus providing
more room in acoustic space for bimodality to emerge. This could explain the striking asym-
metry between long and short /a(˘)/ with respect to the presence or absence of categoricity in
several speakers.

4.3.5 Sociolinguistic factors
Although the small number of speakers (nine) is unlikely to allow for any detailed sociolin-
guistic analysis, multiple linear regression analyses were carried out in order to determine
whether any correlation could be found between sociolinguistic factors and the degree of
laxing or retraction displayed by speakers. Four models were fitted, with the dependent vari-
ables (i) degree of i-laxing (speaker mean of Ti in Environment A − speaker mean of Ti in
Environment B); (ii) degree of e-laxing (speaker mean of Te in Environment A − speaker
mean of Te in Environment B); (iii) degree of retraction of short /a/ (speaker mean of F2norm
in non-retracting environments − speaker mean of F2norm in retracting environments); and
(iv) the same again for long /a˘/. In each case the three factors were gender, year of birth
and location of village of birth (southwestern Ness or northeastern Ness). None of the three
factors achieved significance for any of the four dependent variables.

It is also possible to look for patterns with respect to whether or not a speaker displays
bimodality for a given allophonic process. Again there can be no detailed analysis, but it
is worth noting that the only two speakers who show no visible evidence of bimodality in
i-tenseness (S2 and S3) are the two oldest speakers in the sample, and the only speaker who
displays no bimodality for any of the four processes (S3) is the oldest. Note also that, of the
four speakers who display visible evidence of bimodality in long a-retraction, three (S1, S2
and S7) are the siblings from Adabrock.

5 Discussion
In this section I provide some general discussion of the results of the acoustic study described
in Section 4, and consider the phonetic grounding of the various allophonic processes
observed. Tense and lax /i e/ are discussed in Section 5.1, and the retraction of /a(˘)/ in
Section 5.2.

5.1 Tense and lax /i e/
In accordance with the impressionistic observations detailed in Section 3, it is found in
Section 4 that both /i/ and /e/ display significantly lower tenseness in Environment B than
Environment A (as defined separately for the two vowels) when this is quantified using a
combination of F1 and F2 values. However, speakers appear to vary with respect to the cat-
egoricity of the opposition. In the case of /i/, all but one of the nine speakers display visible
signs of bimodality in the distribution of the tense and lax allophones, but this could be con-
firmed statistically for only one individual. It can therefore be concluded that at least some

18 It is difficult to determine for sure whether any of these speakers display the merger with /R/ reported
by Nance & Ó Maolalaigh (2021). Since all speakers appear to display retraction in items coded with
/rƒ/, there are no (near-)minimal pairs in the data set where both rhotics can be compared in a similar
vocalic context.
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Ness Gaelic speakers display a categorical phonological opposition between tense and lax
/i/, while for others the opposition may exist only at the gradient phonetic level. For the eight
speakers for whom it is possible to establish a boundary between two (putative) categories, the
majority of words display the expected allophone according to the rule in (3). Among those
words that do display some inter-speaker variation, the distribution of the tense and lax allo-
phones among speakers appears largely consistent with anecdotal evidence of microdialectal
variation within Ness, with the lax allophone occurring more frequently at the northeast end
of the district than the southwest end. However, without the use of a greater variety of stimuli
it is not possible to be sure whether this variation is governed by a phonological rule or is in
fact lexical: while it may be the case that speakers simply differ in the precise conditioning
environments that govern the distribution of tense and lax /i/, it is also possible that the oppo-
sition has in fact undergone phonemicisation in some speakers and is thus no longer entirely
rule-governed.

Turning now to /e/, six out of the nine speakers display visible signs of bimodality in
the distribution of the tense and lax allophones, and this is confirmed statistically for three
of those speakers. As with /i/, it can be concluded that at least some Ness Gaelic speakers
display a categorical phonological opposition between tense and lax /e/, while for others the
opposition may exist only at the gradient phonetic level. For the six speakers for whom it
is possible to establish a boundary between two (putative) categories, the majority of words
display the expected allophone according to the rule in (4). However, it is again not possible
to be sure whether the variation that does occur is rule-governed or lexical, and it is possible
that some speakers display a phonemic contrast similar to that found in other dialects.

Due to the limitations of the available evidence, any interpretation in terms of diachronic
change must inevitably be somewhat speculative. However, it is noted in Section 4.3.5 that
the only two speakers who show no bimodality in i-tenseness are the two oldest speakers in
the sample, and that the only speaker who displays no bimodality for any of of the processes
investigated is the oldest. This might suggest that categoricity in at least some cases has begun
to emerge only in the last few generations. This could explain the differences between my
observations (speakers born in the years 1943–84) and Borgstrøm’s (1940; speakers probably
born late 1800s) with respect to the laxing of /i e/, as well as the semi-consistent application
of the rules in (3) and (4) in the chronologically intermediate SGDS data (Ness speaker born
c.1922).

In terms of the life cycle of phonological processes (Bermúdez-Otero 2007, 2015),
according to which the rules that govern sound patterns advance deeper into the grammar
along predictable diachronic pathways, the rule determining the distribution of the two allo-
phones would be said to have undergone STABILISATION for a certain proportion of speakers
in both cases. This refers to the diachronic stage at which a process formerly restricted to the
gradient phonetic grammar is reanalysed by the learner, during intergenerational transmis-
sion, as part of the categorical phonology. In turn, gradient phonetic processes are assumed
to ultimately originate from language-universal articulatory, auditory or perceptual biases
that come to be encoded in speakers’ phonetic grammars. This leads us to ask what pho-
netic biases may ultimately lie behind the particular distribution of tense and lax /i e/ in Ness
Gaelic.

For both /i/ and /e/, tenseness is conditioned by the immediately-following environment.
Tense [i e] occur word-finally or before hiatus, /h/ or a pre-aspirated stop, and in the case of /i/
the tense allophone also occurs before the majority of palatalised consonants. Lax [I E] occur
before all other consonants. The occurrence of tense [i] before palatalised consonants can
probably be attributed to simple co-articulation: the close front position of the tongue body
during the production of this allophone serves to anticipate the palatal secondary articulation
of the following consonant. Subordinate to this is a requirement that a tense vowel occur
word-finally or before hiatus, /h/ or a pre-aspirated stop, and a lax vowel before all other
consonants, and it is the phonetic grounding of this rule to which we will now turn.
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A potential correlation between tenseness and duration was investigated in Section 4.
While duration plays no role in the tenseness of /i/, it was found that there is a small but
significant positive correlation between tenseness and duration for /e/. However, although
shorter duration could increase the likelihood of undershoot and hence a more lax articula-
tion, the small size of the effect and the fact that it is only detectable in /e/ mean that it is
unlikely to be the cause of laxing.

Storme (2019) argues that the laxing of mid vowels in closed syllables in languages such
as French is grounded in a trade-off between conflicting strategies of contrast enhancement in
vowels and consonants. Largely due to their higher F1, lax vowels allow for more distinctive
formant transitions at the VC boundary than tense vowels, so laxing can enhance perceptual
cues to the place of articulation of a following consonant. This is supported experimentally
by Lisker (1999), who finds that English voiceless stops with no audible release burst are cor-
rectly identified more frequently after lax or open monophthongs than after tense non-open
monophthongs or closing diphthongs. Because coda consonants tend to lack other strong
cues to place of articulation, closed-syllable laxing in languages such as French may serve
to enhance the perceptual distinctiveness of coda consonants. On the other hand, when there
is no following coda consonant in need of such enhancement, vowels are tense by default as
this maximises their own perceptual distinctiveness.

Although laxing in Ness Gaelic occurs not only before coda consonants but before onset
consonants as well,19 it is noteworthy that the environments in which lax [I E] occur are pre-
cisely those environments in which there is a direct transition between the stressed vowel and
a following supra-glottal consonant. Apart from the overriding requirement that /i/ be tense
before the majority of palatalised consonants, /i e/ are lax before all supra-glottal consonants
except for pre-aspirated stops. The environments in which they are tense are (i) word-finally,
where no consonant follows; (ii) before hiatus, where again no consonant follows; (iii) before
/h/, which has no oral place of articulation; and (iv) before a pre-aspirated stop, where a
period of [h]-like glottal frication intervenes between the vowel and the stop closure. The
lax allophone therefore occurs if and only if there is the potential for formant transitions to
contribute to the perceptual distinctiveness of a following consonant. Note in particular that
pre-aspiration ‘blinds’ the laxing rule to the supra-glottal articulation of a following stop.20

I therefore propose a generalised version of Storme’s (2019) analysis, hypothesising that
laxing may potentially serve to enhance the perceptual distinctiveness of not only coda conso-
nants but any immediately-following consonant. Languages vary with respect to the lengths
they will go to in order to enhance consonantal contrasts in this way. While languages with
closed-syllable laxing, such as French, are willing to sacrifice some of the perceptual dis-
tinctiveness of a vowel only as a last resort, i.e. for the benefit of a perceptually vulnerable
coda consonant, it may be the case that Ness Gaelic reaches a different trade-off, favouring
the consonant even when it is not in the coda. If this is true, it would be consistent with a far
more general trend in the development of the Goidelic languages whereby vocalic distinc-
tions are frequently overridden in order to enhance contrasts in adjacent consonants. This is
seen, for instance, in the backing or breaking of front vowels before certain non-palatalised
consonants in Scottish Gaelic, e.g. geal [kjAl5ƒ] ‘white’, sìos [Si´s] ‘down’ (Early Irish gel,

19 I adopt the widespread view that intervocalic consonants are universally syllabified as onsets rather than
codas, i.e. V.CV. I do not entertain Borgstrøm’s (1937, 1940, 1941) oft-repeated claim of VC.V syllabi-
fication in Scottish Gaelic, which is based entirely on his perception of a ‘break in tension’ towards the
end of the consonant (probably actually glottalisation, see Morrison 2019: 422ff.). That analysis has no
phonological basis and its original justification is incompatible with modern conceptions of the syllable.

20 An anonymous reviewer points out the fact that, in phonetic terms, [h] (including as the realisation
of pre-aspiration) is better classified as a voiceless or whispered vowel rather than a consonant (Laver
1994: 304; Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996: 137). This would allow us to make the generalisation that
/i e/ in Ness Gaelic are lax before all consonants and tense otherwise.
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sís), or the development of an alleged vertical system of short vowels in Irish (Ó Siadhail &
Wigger 1975, Ó Siadhail 1989, Ní Chiosáin 1991).

Ideally, a perceptual study would help to establish whether laxing indeed serves
to enhance the perceptual distinctiveness of a following consonant in Ness Gaelic.
Unfortunately, this lies outwith the scope of the present paper and must remain a potential
point of future research.

5.2 Retraction of /a(˘)/
Again in accordance with the auditory observations detailed in Section 3, it is found that,
relative to non-retracting environments, long and short /a(˘)/ display significantly lower F2 in
all retracting environments except before /xk/. In the case of short /a/, no speaker shows any
evidence of bimodality in the distribution of the retracted and non-retracted allophones, so
it can be concluded that this retraction probably occurs only at the gradient phonetic level.
However, four out of the nine speakers display visible signs of bimodality in the distribution
of retracted and non-retracted long /a˘/, and this is confirmed statistically for two of those
speakers, so it can be concluded that this is a categorical phonological opposition for at least
some Ness Gaelic speakers.

As with tense and lax /i e/, the retraction of long /a˘/ can be said to have undergone
stabilisation for a certain proportion of speakers. However, the retraction of short /a/ appears
to still be at pre-stabilisation stage of the life cycle, displaying no sign of having entered
the categorical phonology for any speakers. The phonetic grounding of retraction next to
velarised consonants can probably be attributed to coarticulation, since velarisation itself
involves retraction of the tongue body. However, the occasional retraction of /a/ before [hk]
when this represents underlying /xk/ is less clear, since retraction does not generally occur
next to consonants with velar primary articulation. This instead appears to represent a more
complex process of transphonologisation, whereby the velar consonant /x/ is compensated
for, in the event of its loss, by retraction of the vowel in order to preserve the underlying
contrast. It is interesting to note, however, that /x/ does pattern with the velarised consonants
with respect to some other interactions with vowels. Recall from Section 2.2 that it triggers
retraction of short /u/ in Lewis, and note also that, at a deeper phonological level, /x/ in the
Ness dialect joins the velarised consonants in enforcing preceding /a/ where other dialects
have /E/, e.g. neach [6a‚x] ‘person’ in Ness vs. [6E‚x] elsewhere.

6 Conclusion
The vowel system of present-day Ness Gaelic differs in several important respects from the
system normally reported for Lewis Gaelic and for Scottish Gaelic dialects in general. As
discussed in Section 3, short /µ/ and long /E˘/ do not occur. Additionally, short /i/ displays a
lax allophone [I] in certain consonantal environments, and short /e E/ are in complementary
distribution according to a similar rule to that governing the distribution of tense and lax
/i/. Finally, both short and long /a(˘)/ display a retracted allophone [A(˘)] next to velarised
consonants. This study documents these aspects of the Ness dialect, some of which have
not been reported in the existing literature, and in Section 4 provides the first instrumental
examination of these allophonic patterns.

It is shown that speakers vary with respect to whether these processes belong to the
gradient phonetics or the categorical phonology. In terms of the life cycle of phonologi-
cal processes (Bermúdez-Otero 2007, 2015), individual speakers are said in Section 5 to
lie at different points along the diachronic pathway by which gradient phonetic processes
are reanalysed as belonging to the phonological grammar. Following Storme (2019), it is
proposed in Section 5 that the distribution of tense and lax /i e/ is grounded in competing
strategies of contrast enhancement, whereby vowels undergo laxing in order to maximise the
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perceptual distinctiveness of a following consonant. Finally, from a more general perspective,
this paper provides vital documentation of a unique dialect of a language undergoing rapid
decline.

Appendix. Word list
The full word list is shown in Table A1. Stimuli and glosses are shown here spelled exactly
as they were presented to participants.

Table A1 The full word list.

Vowel and Stimulus Gloss Expected Notes
environment pronunciation

/i/ A bruich boil [pRixj]
duine a man [t5i6´]
gille a lad [kji¥´]
miotag a glove [mÎht5ak]
nighean a daughter [6Î.´n]
tric often [t5hRihkj]
tuig understand [t5hikj]
tuilleadh more [t5hi¥´ƒ]
uisge rain [iSkj]

/i/ B bioran a stick [pIRan]
fiodh wood [fjIƒ]
fios knowledge [fIs]
giomach a lobster [kjIm´x]
mil honey [mI‚lj]
sil drip [SIlj] Presented to S1, 2, 7 only.
siud that [SIt5] Presented to S3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 only.
teanga a tongue [tjhI‚ƒ´] S2, 3, 6, 7: /e‚/.

/e/ A beatha life [pe]
breac a trout [pDjehk] S4: /a/.
cait cats [khehtj]
ceithir four [kjheh´Dj]
eathar a boat [eh´R]
faic see [fe‚hkj]
reic sell [rƒehkj]
soitheach a vessel [se.´x]

/e/ B beag small [pEk] Discarded when pronounced with [F]
only if this is clearly distinct from
speaker’s [E].

bean wife [pEn]
deich ten [tjExj]
eilean an island [Eljan]
freagairt an answer [fREk´Ëƒ] Discarded when pronounced with [F]

only if this is clearly distinct from
speaker’s [E].

geir suet [kjEDj]
nead a nest [6E‚ t5]
seas stand [SEs]
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Table A1 Contiuned.

Vowel and Stimulus Gloss Expected Notes
environment pronunciation

/a/ Non-retracting a-mach out [´»ma‚x]
anam a soul [an´m]
aran bread [aRan]
bac obstruct [pahk] Presented to S1, 2, 7 only.
Bac Back [pahk] Presented to S3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 only.
broilleach a chest [pRa¥´x]
caidil to sleep [khatj´lj]
can to say [khan]
caraid a friend [khaR´tj]
cearc a hen [kjhaR8k]
cearcall a circle [kjhaR8k´l5ƒ]
dad anything [t5at5]
dearcan a burr [tjaR 8kan]
doras a door [t5aR´s]
each a horse [ jax]
fada long [fat5´]
faigh get [fa‚ j]
farpais a competition [faR8p´S]
feamainn seaweed [fjami6] S3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8: /e/.
gach each [kax]
leabaidh a bed [¥api]
lean follow [¥an] S3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9: /e/.
mac a son [ma‚hk]
marag a pudding [maRak]
math good [ma‚]
neach person [6a‚x]
seac wither [Sahk] S6: /e/.
tac a farm [t5hahk]
teine a fire [tjhan´]

/a/ Before ceannaich buy [kjhAn5ƒixj]
/n5ƒ/ fannaich weaken [fAn5ƒixj]

feannag a lazybed [fjAn5ƒak]
greannach angry [kDjAn5ƒ´x]

/a/ Before balach a boy [pAl5ƒ´x]
/l5ƒ/ dealan electricity [tjAl5ƒan]

geal white [kjAl5ƒ]
salainn salt [sAl5ƒi6]

/a/ After blas a taste [pl5ƒAs]
/l5ƒ/ cladach a shore [khl5ƒAt5´x]

gloinne a glass [kl5ƒA6´]
langa a ling [l5ƒA‚ƒ´]

/a/ Before a’ gearradh cutting [´ kjArƒ´ƒ]
/rƒ/ earrach spring [jArƒ´x]

starrag a crow [st5Arƒak]
tarraing pull [t5hArƒikj]
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Table A1 Contiuned.

Vowel and Stimulus Gloss Expected Notes
environment pronunciation

/a/ After rag numb [rƒAk]
/rƒ/ raineach bracken [rƒAn´x]

rapach rough [rƒAhp´x]
reamhar fat [rƒA‚v´R]

/a/ Before retroflex arspag a black-backed gull [A”ƒpak]
cairteal a quarter [khA”ƒËƒalj]
ceart correct [kjhA”ƒËƒ]
neart strength [6A‚ ”ƒËƒ]

/a/ Before
/xk/

cleachd use [khljaxk ∼ khljAhk] S2, 3, 4, 6, 9: [xk] in all
forms; S1, 5, 7, 8: [hk] in all
forms.

seachd seven [Saxk ∼ SAhk]
sneachda snow [S6a‚xk ∼ S6A‚ hk]
tachd choke [t5haxk ∼ t5hAhk]

/i˘/ cìr a comb [kjhi˘Dj]
im butter [i˘m]
mìle a thousand [mÎ˘lj´]
rìgh a king [rƒi˘]
sgìth tired [skji˘]
sgrìobh write [skDji˘v]
tìr land [tjhi˘Dj]
trì three [t5hRi˘]

/µ˘/ aodann a face [µ˘t5´n5ƒ]
caol narrow [khµ˘l5ƒ]
caora a sheep [khµ˘R´]
craobh a tree [khRµ˘v]
faoileag a seagull [fµ˘ljak]
fraoch heather [fRµ˘x]
maol bald [mµ‚ ˘l5ƒ]
saor free [sµ˘R]

/e˘/ an-dè yesterday [´»6e˘]
cèir wax [kjhe˘Dj]
cnàimh a bone [khDje‚˘v] S2, 7: /a‚ ˘/.
èirich rise [e˘Djixj]
fèis a festival [fe˘S]
leugh read [¥e˘v]
pàipear paper [phe˘hpaDj]
Seumas James [Se˘m´s]

/a˘/ Non-retracting àite a place [a˘htj]
a-màireach tomorrow [´»ma‚ ˘R´x]
àrach an upbringing [a˘R´x]
àradh a ladder [a˘R´]
càil nothing [kha˘lj]
cànan a language [kha˘nan]
fàg leave [fa˘k]
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Table A1 Contiuned.

Vowel and Stimulus Gloss Expected Notes
environment pronunciation

màthair a mother [ma‚ ˘h´Dj]
pàrant a parent [pha˘R´n5 ƒt5]
sàil a heel [sa˘lj]
snàmh swim [sn5 ƒa‚ ˘v]
tràigh a beach [t5hRa˘j]

/a˘/ Before àlainn beautiful [A˘l5ƒi6]
/l5ƒ/ càl a cabbage [khA˘l5ƒ]

sàl seawater [sA˘l5ƒ]
Teàrlach Charlie [tjhA˘l5ƒ´x] S4, 5, 6: [Þƒ].

/a˘/ After blàth warm [pl5ƒA˘]
/l5ƒ/ làidir strong [l5ƒA˘tj´Dj]

làmh a hand [l5ƒA‚ ˘v]
làn full [l5ƒA˘n]

/a˘/ Before barr cream [pA˘rƒ]
/rƒ/ gàrradh a garden [kA˘rƒ´ƒ]

gearr a hare [kjA˘rƒ]
nas fhearr better [n´ SA˘rƒ]

/a˘/ After ràcan a rake [rƒA˘hkan]
/rƒ/ ràith a quarter year [rƒA˘xj]

ràmh an oar [rƒA‚ ˘v]
ràn cry [rƒA˘n]

/a˘/ Before retroflex DiMàirt Tuesday [tj´»mA‚˘”ƒËƒ]
gàrdan an arm [kA˘Ëƒan]
mèirleach a thief [mjA‚ ˘Þƒ´x] S9: [l5ƒ].
tàrnanaich thunder [t5hA˘äƒanixj]
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